


Burrell Aviation is focused on meeting the growing demand for air cargo, freight and logistics 
solutions in the continental United States, Mexico, and Canada through a public-private partnership 
model by repositioning historically-underutilized regional and municipal airports

 

Counterpoise is focused on cutting-edge treatment of technology dependency, implementing 
both inpatient programming at pristine wilderness sites across the country and a TeleCare 
platform for increased accessibility, in addition to educational programming in partnership 
with accredited institutions of higher learning

 

Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine is a private, 4-year medical school situated on the 
campus of New Mexico State University that seated its inaugural class in 2016 and graduated 
it in 2020, receiving full accreditation
 
Idaho College of Osteopathic Medicine is a private, 4-year medical school located on the 
campus of Idaho State University that is expected to graduate its initial cohort of medical 
students in May 2022 and, at that time, receive full accreditation

 

Proguard Protection Services provides customized security solutions for the Roaring 
Fork Valley, specializing in the design, installation, monitoring and servicing of security, 
environmental devices, fire alarm, CCTV and door access systems for both residential and 
commercial properties
 
Allied Security Group  is Summit County, Colorado’s largest security company, providing 
installation, service and monitoring for residential and commercial clients

 

CW Earthworx is a Florida-based general contracting firm that specializes in construction, 
earth-moving, and utilities development
 

WHO IS THE BURRELL GROUP?

OUR CURRENT AND RECENT HOLDINGS

  

CW
earthworx

MEDICAL EDUCATION

SECURITY AND LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

AVIATION

ALLIED
SECURITY

ALLIED SECURITY GROUP

The Burrell Group was formed in 2007 by Founder and Executive Chairman, Daniel C. Burrell, and serves as the 
holding company for a consortium of individual, privately held companies across a breadth of sectors.

A PROGRAM FOR  TECHNOLOGY DEPENDENCY

CONSTRUCTION



Shaka Beach Retreat is an all-inclusive outdoor activity-based resort in Costa Rica offering 
guests surf instruction, yoga, hiking, and numerous other beach activities, along with world-
class accommodations and 5-star cuisine

La Frontera Hospitality provides food services to public and private colleges and universities 
with a program that includes residential dining in traditional cafeteria, on-campus areas, as 
well as multiple retail locations in partnership with high-profile, national brands 

West Coast Aggregate is a silica quarry operation that services the markets of Nevada and 
California and whose core product lines are in industrial grade glass, cement fillers, stucco, 
mortars, roofing shingles, asphalt, and metal castings

Orogrande Garnet Company produces specialized blasting and cutting materials for end 
users primarily in the Gulf Coast region

HOSPITALITY/FOOD SERVICES

NATURAL RESOURCES

New Mexico Leadership Institute provides at-risk New Mexico high school juniors who 
demonstrate a particular aptitude with the support they need to graduate high school and 
transition into one of New Mexico’s two flagship universities

SW Foundation for Osteopathic Education and Research provides financial support to 
osteopathic medical students, as well as supports medical and academic research initiatives

Mountain States Institute for Graduate Medical Education and Research is committed to 
the development of graduate medical education (“GME”) programs, research opportunities 
and scholarly activities

Ocean Healing Group is dedicated to creating outdoor recreational and therapeutic 
programming for physically challenged children and young adults

The Aspen Research Center for Technology Dependency provides valuable research, tracks 
outcomes and seeks to drive public policy in the direction of a more humane and responsible 
use of digitally based mediums and offers need-based scholarship resources for technology 
dependency treatment

PHILANTHROPY: GIVING BACK

SW FOUNDATION FOR 
OSTEOPATHIC EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

The Aspen Research Center
for Technology Dependency

The Burrell Group maintains a strong commitment to philanthropic pursuits through the non-profit organizations 
it has sponsored and developed.
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There has been a fundamental shift in how the 

American public purchases goods and services. 

Products are now being acquired through 

e-commerce platforms at an unanticipated 

and unprecedented rate, a trend that has been 

further accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

The pandemic demonstrated just how 

important e-commerce logistical support 

has become to the orderly operation of our 

economy and the delivery of goods and public 

health-related services. This shift towards a 

greater reliance on e-commerce purchasing 

has created surging demand for logistical 

support at airport locations across the country 

to accommodate the delivery of goods in an 

efficient manner. Demand for e-commerce 

is significantly outpacing current available 

infrastructure, thereby creating a discernible 

market dislocation.  A mountain of data, compiled in 

innumerable recent studies and articles by industry 

experts, confirm this. The negative impact caused by 

delivery delays in air cargo, freight and logistics are 

profound and do not exhibit any signs of slowing now or 

in the future.

The consulting firm McKinsey & Company is just one of the 

many prominent firms and organizations that have extensively 

studied the proliferation of e-commerce taking place over 

recent years. Their conclusions, one of which is depicted in 

the chart above, reflect a tremendous surge in e-commerce 

in, remarkably, a three-month period. To learn more about 

McKinsey’s analysis, see https://mck.co/3mEWNWT

THE FUNDAMENTAL EXPANSION OF E-COMMERCE PURCHASING 

2009 2011 2013 2015 2017 2019 Q1/2020

10 years’ growth 
in 3 months

US e-commerce penetration, %

Source: Bank of America; Forrester Analytics; ShawSpring Research; 
US Department of Commerce; McKinsey analysis

U.S. E-COMMERCE PENETRATION, %

https://mck.co/3mEWNWT
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The impact of COVID-19 on purchasing patterns 

surrounding goods and services cannot be underestimated 

based on data derived from multiple independent studies 

and various government agencies, including the U.S. 

Department of Commerce. A market that was already 

trending in an unsustainable direction from a supply/

demand perspective was driven even further out of 

balance by the shift in consumer tendencies prompted 

by the COVID-19 pandemic. The vast majority of analysts 

do not expect a return to prior norms – COVID-19 has 

likely forever altered the purchasing habits of a significant 

proportion of the population.

Even prior to the onset of COVID-19, traditional retail and 

in-person consumerism were experiencing notable effects 

from technology and the online alternative solutions it 

has made so readily available. Simply put, online shopping 

allows individuals and families to more precisely and 

easily manage their needs. The pandemic’s creation of 

apprehension for public interaction has only augmented 

this shift away from prior generations’ purchasing norms. 

An online consumer expansion that for many years was a 

function of sheer convenience became seemingly over a 

matter of a few weeks a necessity to safeguard one’s health. 

Even after the introduction of the vaccine, e-commerce 

activity has been significantly elevated.  It is thus evident 

that behavioral norms have been permanently altered, 

and virtually all credible data available supports this 

conclusion. For more information relating to COVID-19’s 

impact on online shopping, see https://bit.ly/3vlphZM

The resulting expansion of e-commerce has been profound. 

To illustrate just one example, Amazon added 400,000 jobs 

in 2020 alone to further serve its rapidly expanding customer 

base, and has entered into a multitude of leasing agreements 

with municipal airports to support their operational needs. 

For more information regarding Amazon’s lease-centric 

strategy, see https://bit.ly/3Aimb9S

THE GREAT ACCELERATION DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

https://bit.ly/3vlphZM
https://bit.ly/3Aimb9S
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AVERAGE ECONOMIC PROFIT    
BY INDUSTRY IN 2015 - 2018
$ BILLION (N=2,562)11

LONG-TERM ECONOMIC 
PROFIT, 2018-
MARKET VALUE IMPLIED, $ BILLION

INDUSTRY ECONOMIC-PROFIT TRENDS FROM 
BEFORE THE COVID-19 CRISIS HAVE BEEN 
ACCELERATED BECAUSE OF IT

PERCENTAGE OF ONLINE SHOPPERS MAKING AT LEAST ONE ONLINE 
PURCHASE EVERY TWO MONTHS
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It is well understood - and the data now clearly supports 
- that this fast-growing trend in e-commerce has placed 
unprecedented strain on major metropolitan airports. This 
has created a “bottleneck” in the supply chain attributable 
to shortcomings in the area of logistics. Major airport 
hubs have become less attractive and in some cases 
prohibitively cost-inefficient to clients and suppliers. 
Given governments’ typical timeline to implement 
major public works projects at airports and the almost 
complete unavailability of land at these hubs, as well as 
the magnitude of the current needs of companies such 
as Amazon, DHL, and FedEx (among others), a far more 
creative and expansive solution is now needed. 

Consequently, an opportunity has emerged for smaller, 
more easily accessible municipal airports to present 
a viable alternative to the traditional model, and at a 
materially lower cost. The potential for regional airports to 
become meaningful competitors to metropolitan airport 
hubs in air cargo, freight, and logistics represents an 
unprecedented opportunity. As just one recent example of 
the explosive growth in logistical needs of government and 
private companies, one need only look to Chicago O’Hare 
International Airport’s inability to adequately service its 
current cargo clientele. For additional information about 
the utilization of a nearby regional airport alternative to 
O’Hare for freight forwarding, see https://bit.ly/3FxFYG4

MARKET DISLOCATION

Chicago O’Hare freighter ramp. Airport warehouses are overrun with cargo, creating shipping delays for importers and exporters.

https://bit.ly/3FxFYG4
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Burrell Aviation believes that the solution to the market 
dislocation previously identified resides in significantly 
heightened use of smaller municipal airports that lie in close 
proximity to major population centers. By contracting with 
The Burrell Group, these airports can further develop their 
properties to expand their economic potential and spur 
growth in the local community, while alleviating pressure 
imposed on major hubs struggling to keep up with the 
relentless pace of e-commerce.

Burrell Aviation’s solution requires the development of 
significant new infrastructure at nearby regional airports that 
would require a cargo aircraft to divert only a few minutes 
away from the major hub destination it traditionally relied 
upon. Burrell Aviation’s product offers an accessible, open 
runway with logistical infrastructure and equipment ready 
to immediately off-load cargo within minutes.  This affords 
air freight businesses an alternative with substantially lower 
costs of both fuel and hangar space and, perhaps most 
importantly (in light of the growing emphasis on speed in the 
delivery of goods), relieves them of the uncertainty of delays 
at major airports.

Burrell Aviation’s strategy offers myriad benefits, both 
public and private.  As stated above, the public benefit is 
derived primarily by reducing congestion at major hubs.  
Additionally, ancillary public benefits include (but are not 
limited to) economic development and job creation in often-

underserved local communities, increased support for rescue 
operations, and technical flight training opportunities for 
commercial, private, and governmental aircraft.

The private benefit comes in the form of mitigating the supply 
chain “bottleneck,” thereby allowing large companies to 
regain their optimal efficiency in delivering products to their 
customers. These regional airports are more or less co-located 
with their better-known, major metropolitan counterparts, 
with whom The Burrell Group also intends to coordinate and 
cooperate strategically.

The Burrell Group’s evaluation process to vet this strategy 
has been conducted in coordination with CBRE’s Special 
Use Industrial Practice Group, as well as other leading 
aviation consultants, government officials, local city/county 
commissions, the aviation director at each proposed airport 
location and prospective clients.  Overwhelmingly, these 
stakeholders have concluded that Burrell Aviation’s strategy 
serves both public and private needs in a meaningful and 
strategic capacity.

The subject properties with whom Burrell Aviation is 
currently collaborating are displayed on the following page.  
The aforementioned professionals, governmental and airport 
officials, and clients have concluded that Burrell Aviation’s 
regional airport partners are well-positioned to serve the 
needs of large-scale air cargo delivery businesses.

THE BURRELL AVIATION SOLUTION
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CORE BUSINESS LINES

Air Cargo Storage (Cold and Dry) Private Hangars

Distribution/ Transit
Trucking Centers

Maintenance and Repair 
Hangars ("MRO")

The business lines emphasized by Burrell Aviation have undergone a thorough due diligence process and are validated 
by current market trends and data.  The feasibility studies that have been prepared indicate a market that is characterized 
by high absorption rates, extremely low vacancy rates and a high-quality service level for the categories listed below. 

Burrell Aviation’s core business lines are air cargo, storage (cold and dry), private hangars, maintenance and repair hangars 
(“MRO”), and distribution/transit trucking centers.  In addition to these, Burrell Aviation is exploring other business lines 
that may be of use and service to the subject properties enumerated above, such as serving as a secondary landing 
option for cargo flights scheduled to arrive at metropolitan hubs that have encountered unexpected delays and must 
divert to meet delivery timelines (as just one example).

As further validation of Burrell Aviation’s core business lines, there are countless independent industry reports confirming 
the demand characteristics associated with them. For example, according to The Insight Partners, “The air cargo market 
is expected to grow from US$ 130.19 billion in 2021 to US$ 223.29 billion by 2028; it is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 
8.0% from 2021 to 2028.” Since the pandemic, cold storage in particular has experienced substantial capacity issues, and 
the projections for growth were encouraging even before COVID-19. Grand View Research reports that “The U.S. cold 
storage market size was valued at USD 15.26 billion in 2018 and is expected to expand at a CAGR of 3.7% from 2019 to 
2025.”

Beyond the core business lines identified above, Burrell Aviation will seek out and pursue any opportunistic and 
financially accretive solution in the aviation market that expands the Company’s portfolio of services to existing or new 
clientele and complements the primary business lines.
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GOVERNMENTAL BENEFITS

Burrell Aviation is committed to working in coordination with federal, state, and local authorities to: 

• Support our armed forces through access to Burrell Aviation’s contracts with municipal air fields

• Facilitate disaster relief services for local, regional, and federal governmental agencies

• Alleviate unsustainable congestion at major metropolitan airports for air cargo and freight delivery

• Provide considerable tax revenue to various governmental agencies

• Create meaningful economic development and job creation in rural and under-served communities

• Materially improve the capacity of regional airports

• Coordinate with major metropolitan airport hubs to assist them with specific needs
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AIRFIELD CAPABILITIES

As stated above, the Company has 
commissioned comprehensive 
feasibility studies with respect 
to the targeted regional airports. 
These feasibility studies have 
been coordinated by CBRE’s 
Special Use Industrial Practice 
Group, with significant support 
from other leading aviation 
consultants, government officials, 
aviation staff at each proposed 
airport location and prospective 
clients.

The conclusion of these studies 
and the common theme is 
that demand is unfulfilled, and 
furthermore, that the Burrell 
Aviation strategy is not only 
timely, but will advance both the 

public and private interest.

Burrell Aviation views ideal 
airport candidates as those that 
are municipally-owned, have 
runway capacity of at least 
7,000 feet in length, and are 
strategically located in close 
proximity to major population 
centers. To achieve maximum 
success through this strategy, 
airports must have sufficient 
access to roads that offer direct 
connectivity to interstate 
highways, and ideally intermodal 
rail.  Of further benefit (though 
less of a requirement for Burrell 
Aviation to proceed at the site) 
would be “international free-
trade zone” status.

FEASIBILITY STUDIES AND DUE DILIGENCE
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For the purposes of facilitating a ground lease arrangement, 
Burrell Aviation works closely with municipalities, their 
governing bodies, aviation directors, local political 
representatives, and the state. Burrell Aviation’s initiative 
has elicited a favorable reception from these parties, and 
has produced successful negotiations with many airport 
locations that have led to specific long-term ground lease 
terms. Burrell Aviation will occupy only a piece of the 
municipal runway space, will manage the development of 
the necessary airport infrastructure, and will maintain control 
over operations only with respect to its leased real estate.

The proposed ground leases are structured in such a way as 
to provide Burrell Aviation 30 years of use, with two ten-year 
extension options that can be exercised at the discretion of 
Burrell Aviation. The subject airport retains full ownership 
of Burrell Aviation’s leased property throughout the term 
of the ground lease.  Any interest Burrell Aviation maintains 
in occupying, managing, and operating its airport parcel(s) 
will terminate upon expiration of the lease.  Such ground 
lease terms are aligned with industry standards for lease 
arrangements of this nature, and ground lease rent payments 
will be payable from revenue generated from each project.

Burrell Aviation’s lease structure encompasses “on-runway 
acreage,” as contracted with each individual airport. 

However, the Company is flexible in its lease structuring 

to ensure that each particular site is served to the greatest 

extent possible by this unique arrangement. The ground 

leases Burrell Aviation is executing constitute a public-

private partnership with each subject airport, offering 

significant benefits to such airport partner, its local 

community, and the general public.

A sample ground lease has been provided as a separate 

attachment to this presentation.

GROUND LEASES WITH LOCAL MUNICIPALITIES
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CONCEPT DRAWING FOR BURRELL AVIATION PROJECT AT BKV
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FEASIBILITY STUDY EXCERPTS FOR BKV



FEASIBILITY STUDY EXCERPTS FOR BKV (CONT’D) 
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The Burrell Group, through its aviation division, is working with the following 
companies to execute on this initiative:

STRATEGIC PARTNERS



602 E. Cooper Ave., Suite 201, Aspen, CO 81611


